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Trend lines have been a major weapon in the technician's arsenal for many years. 
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and pencil to a stock price chart. The advent of computer-stored price data allows employment 
of a more sophisticated technique --- mathematical computation of a channel describing price 
action between any two points in time. The method involves choOSing a given prior-high and low, 
computing a channel which describes price action between these two pOints and projecting that 
channel to the present to ascertain whether it is still descriptive of current price action. The 
technique has been applied in the chart below. 
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We have, in recent history, two recognizable highs for the Dow-Jones Industrial 
Average, that of 1014.79 on September 21, 1976, and the year-end high of 1004.65. The most 

_, ___ -;orecent low is,.of course,_898.66 on May.31,_1977._ The,chart presents_~g,computed channels 
----.,' drawn from each high to that low. • - -

As can be seen, both channels have largely contained price action since their in
ception. The wider one, from the September high, is declining at the rate of .28 DJIA pOints 
per day and is some 78 pOints wide. The more recent, dropping at some. 53 points per day, is 
52 pOints wide. The upper limit of the first is now around 961 and the latter at 932. 

Both channels have now been established long enough and fit the data closely 
enough to assume, in our view, some importance. We think eventual upside penetration of the 
two channels (to be decisive that penetration must last for a few days) will constitute an impor
tant first indication of reversal of the market's current slow downtrend. 
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